SNORKELING FOR FAMILIES: This is a 1 day program that teaches you the basics of
how to properly use snorkeling equipment (i.e. Mask, Fins, Snorkel, Snorkel Vest and
Booties), you will start with some topside instruction, and then some pool practice
followed by snorkeling in the “Open Water”. (Cost: $55.00 + Personal Equipment)
SCUBA INTRODUCTION- (I Tried Scuba)- RESORT DIVER: The purpose of this
program is to introduce swimmers to the fun of scuba diving under the supervision of a
certified scuba Instructor. (Cost: $75.00)
DIVER REFRESHED- REVIEW AND UPDATE- DIVE COMFORT: This program is
designed to provide a controlled training environment for those certified divers who
have not had recent diving experience (Some restrictions apply, check with the
instructor for the limitations). This program may also be used to upgrade those certified
as Junior Open Water Diver to Open Water Diver upon reaching age 15 or above.
(Cost: $150.00 -Personal/Scuba Equipment not included)
JUNIOR DIVER CERTIFICATION: PDIC is committed to the teaching and training of
Junior scuba divers (ages 12 through 14). In keeping with the philosophy of PDIC, it is
the policy to allow Junior Certified Open Water Divers to participate and become Junior
Certified in many of its specialty programs subject to limitations. To upgrade Junior
Divers, the following policy will be followed: Upon attaining the age of 15, the Junior
Open Water Diver may be upgraded to Open Water scuba diver by any currently
certified PDIC Instructor. (Cost: $350.00 + Personal Equipment)
OPEN WATER SCUBA DIVER: To train students so that they can demonstrate the
ability to plan and execute entry-level recreational dives within their qualification profile.
This course of instruction includes from 32 to 40 hours of instruction including
classroom, pool/confined water, and open water training. (Cost: $350.00 + Personal
Equipment)
JR. Diver Upgrade Cost: $150.00 Personal/Scuba Equipment not included
ADVANCED DIVER LEVEL 2: The Advanced Diver Level 2 course is the next step in
the progression of training for a scuba diver that has completed Open Water Scuba
Diver certification. The Advanced Diver Level 2 course is easily taught during a trip
where a group of students accompany a PDIC instructor for the purpose of experience
and enjoyment. The five dives can also easily fit into a weekend. No classroom or pool
sessions are required for this course however, a complete pre-dive briefing must cover
any information that may be necessary for each dive and the content will depend on the
dive situation and environment. (Cost: $175.00-Personal/Scuba Equipment not
included)

NITROX DIVER: The PDIC International NITROX specialty program is designed to
familiarize the individual diver with the issues and procedures necessary to evaluate the
application and utility of using oxygen enriched breathing mixes of 22% to 40% oxygen
content for recreational scuba diving. Classroom and Open Water Checkouts are
required. (Cost: $200.00 - Personal/Scuba-Equipment not included)
ADVANCED DIVER LEVEL 3: The Advanced Diver Level 3 course is the next step in
the progression of training for a scuba diver that has completed Open Water Diver and
Advanced Diver Level 2 courses. This program includes an additional 5 dives and can
include specialty courses. Classroom/Pool/Checkout Dives required. Your instructor will
recommend the additional courses as it relates to your future recreational diving activity.
(Cost: $175.00 + Personal/Scuba-Equipment not included)
DIVER RESCUE AND ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT (DRAM): The purpose of the DRAM
Rescue Diver specialty course provides the knowledge and skills to recognize and take
action in the event of a diving accident. This course concentrates on four primary topics:
Cognizance, Assessment, Rescue, and Evacuation. DRAM Rescue Diver certification is
recommended for all divers and is a prerequisite for all levels of scuba leadership
training. Once certified, it is “HIGHLY” recommended that divers participate in a
refresher course at least every two years. (Cost: $375.00-Personal/Scuba Equipment
not included) Prior to certifying the DRAM Rescue Diver, the following certifications will
be offered and must be completed:
Additional Cost: (Unless already current)
A. CPR/First Aid/AED (AHA, ASHI, DAN or equivalent-Cost: $55.00)
B. Oxygen Provider (ASHI, Medic First Aid, DAN or equivalent-Cost: $75.00)
MASTER DIVER LEVEL 4: This course and certification is the highest and most
prestigious non-leadership rating that may be attained by a PDIC International diver. It
is considered the supreme standard of diving excellence and recognition of expert
training. This course of instruction is often offered to students over a period of time
rather than in a formal class environment. In this way students can build knowledge and
skills while meeting all the completion requirements including other specialty courses.
By taking Advanced Diver Level 2 and/or Level 3 courses and make at least 15 dives on
the diver’s own, and ten dives during the program, a total of at least 40 dives is logged.
(Cost: $575.00-Personal/Scuba Equipment not included)
REREATIONAL SPECIALTY CERTIFICATION COURSES:
 DRY SUIT DIVER
 U/W NAVIGATION
 EQUIPMENT SERVICE
 FULL FACE MASK DIVER
 NIGHT DIVER
 ICE DIVER

LEADERSHIP CERTIFICATION COURSES:









LEADERSHIP TRAINING PROGRESSION
BECOMING AN INSTRUCTOR
DIVE SUPERVISOR-Phase I
ASSISTANT INSTRUCTOR-Phase II
SCUBA INSTRUCTOR -Phase III
INSTRUCTOR CROSSOVER
INSTRUCTOR TRAINER-Phase IV
COURSE DIRECTOR -IT ADMINISTRATOR

Recreational Scuba Courses

Commonly asked questions about scuba diving……
Is learning to dive easy?
Yes, it only takes six days to learn to Scuba dive. Youth as young as twelve years of age
can learn to dive.
Do I need to be a great swimmer?
No, but you must know how, and will have to swim a few laps and tread water. Is it
claustrophobic to scuba dive?
It is not claustrophobic to scuba dive because you are in control and can swim and
move where you want to.
Does the certification ever expire?
No, but if you have not dove in a couple of years, it’s best to take a refresher class.
Is scuba diving expensive?
Scuba diving is no more expensive than golf or some other sports.
Will I receive scuba information after I get certified?
We will be sending you an email or flyer (upon your request) about trips and classes we
may be offering.
What if I want to buy all of my equipment up front?
We recommend using the rental equipment provided to you during your class but you
can purchase your equipment (BCD, Regulators, Console, etc.) before the first day of
class. We sell equipment and can assist you in putting together a custom equipment
package or you can purchase our standard equipment package.
Buying from the Internet............
If you purchase equipment from the internet to use in your training, you will be
required to sign an additional waiver stating we will not be held responsible for the
reliability and service of the equipment. If the equipment fails during training, you will
be required to pay full rental price for any equipment you need to complete your
training.

South Carolina Public Safety Divers
International, LLC
Web: www.scpsdi.net
Email: aquaed.us@gmail.com

